November 2018 Newsletter
Dear parents and friends of Cowgate,
In this newsletter, a lovely comment by Juliette is featured, and Isla’s Dad Brian shares
information about himself in the ‘Meet the Parent’ section. Claire writes about a
training event on kindness which she went to in October. The newsletter brings you
quite a lot of news and notices this month: some dates for your diary; notices about the
back door and children’s clothing bags; news from Lynn about her visits to Athens and
New York; a warm welcome to Simon and to five BA Childhood Practice students; a
message about children’s key person or twin key people; and two messages, from
Simon and Lynn respectively, about fundraising for an exciting project in partnership
with Edinburgh university and about a presentation on the place of love in our
professional relationships with children. Finally, this part of the newsletter shares an
update on the garden redevelopments and thanks you for your help in supporting
Meskele, a young girl in Ethiopia, and Macmillan Cancer Support and Mary’s Meals.
The ‘Sharing Practice’ section celebrates some wonderful news: that some of Kate’s
learning stories have been chosen for publication in a new academic book. In the final
section, ‘Of Interest’, you can find information about the launch of the Give Them Time
Campaign, which is concerned with the right to defer school entry for children born
between mid-August and February.

The Funny Things Children Say

Juliette gave a cuddle to Kate and snuggled the side of her face into her shoulder.
Then she told Kate, “I can hear the sea on your shoulder!”

Meet the Parent: Brian, Isla’s Dad
1. What was your favourite thing to do when you were a child?
Adventuring with my friends on the moors and hills at the back of my home, and building forts out of cut grass in
the village park. And the smell of that cut grass. And asking the question: Why?
2. What is the thing you love most about being a parent?
The privilege of joining Isla on her discovery of the world. Rediscovering a joy in the the smallest things that we
take for granted as jaded adults.
3. What kind of things do you like doing in your job?
I like variety. I can spend one day stomping around a wind farm and the next day in an office negotiating contracts.
No two days are the same and I am fortunate to be involved in as many aspects of a project as I want.
4. What do you do when you are not there?
Music! Listening to it, playing it, and generally
making an absolute racket with Isla.

5. What do you like about Cowgate?
The freedoms the children have to be themselves and express themselves. I love that Isla is able to independently
grow and develop friendships and experiences of her own in an environment which fosters creativity and
expression.
6. What is your view of the child and childhood?
It’s an unbridled journey of discovery, experience and adventure. Testing boundaries and absorbing absolutely
everything.
7. If there was one thing you would change about Cowgate, what would it be?
Parents’ days at Stickland!

Kindness (by Claire)
On Friday 12th October, I attended a training event in Saltcoats, organised by West Ayrshire Council. It was about
how organisations can make it their aim to frame all their interactions with people within a lens of kindness,
seeing them as individual people rather than ‘service users’, and seeking to build relationships rather than simply
‘provide a service’. It made me feel lucky to work at Cowgate Under 5s Centre, where caring relationships
between children, parents and staff are at the centre of the philosophy.
Kindness has always been very important for me, and it has always been an important part of my work to try to
encourage children to be kind to each other. This is because kindness, with its gentle and caring nature, has the
ability to do good for others, to cheer others up or comfort them, to brighten their day or make them feel cared
for and listened to. With every word we speak and every action we take, we have the choice to make it with
kindness. I think that this awareness is something valuable that we can carry with us every day. Here is a quote
by Haim G. Ginott, an American and Israeli teacher, child psychologist and psychiatrist, which Lian gave me, and
which reflects the power we have to decide what attitude we will take and how we will make others feel.
“I have come to the [...] conclusion that I am the decisive element. It is my personal approach that creates the
climate. It is my daily mood that makes the weather. I possess tremendous power to make life miserable or
joyous. I can be a tool of torture or an instrument of inspiration; I can humiliate or humour, hurt or heal. In all
situations, it is my response that decides whether a crisis is escalated or de-escalated, and a person is humanised
or dehumanised.”
- Haim G. Ginott

Cowgate News and Notices
Dates for Your Diary
December 2018:
•
•
•

Monday 24th December – Nursery will close at
1pm
Tuesday 25th December – Public holiday
Wednesday 26th December – Public holiday

January 2019:
•
•
•

Tuesday 1st January – Public holiday
Wednesday 2nd January – Public holiday
Monday 8th January – In-service day

Back Door
The back door opening onto the garden is now operational again. Please could we ask that you use this door if you
have a buggy. If you do not have a fob for the door, please speak to June.

Children’s Clothing Bags
Responding to parental suggestion, may we ask that you take your child’s clothing bag home weekly, clean it, check
it and return it to Cowgate the next time your child attends.
There are two fundamental reasons for this:
•
•

More hygienic;
Reduce the volume of lost clothing.

Our overall hope is that by taking your child’s bag home weekly this could reduce the waste of clothing, as parents
may come to realise that something is missing from their child’s weekly bag. Hopefully adding to more efficiency in
finding lost items.
We also recommend marking your child’s clothes. This helps both your child and us return items to their proper
place, hopefully further reducing anxiety at home times.
Thank you for your suggestions in helping us become more efficient. We really appreciate them.

News from Lynn
Autumn is normally associated with dropping temperatures and the nights drawing in as winter approaches.
However, I truly love the way animals respond to the changing seasons and light.

As part of a research project ‘Re-imagining the Civic University: Towards an Interactive Research Policy Practice
Centre for the Early Years’, I visited and presented at ‘The Network for Children’s Rights’, in Athens. Should we
receive the funding, this project could be exciting and transformational.

When in New York recently I visited the Madison Avenue Presbyterian Church Day School. It was certainly a very
beautiful space. The setting is inspired by the Reggio Emilia approach. Whilst I loved the setting, very little outdoor
play took place, they did have a roof terrace and a small group of children did go to Central Park weekly. Parents pay
approximately £20,000 per year, for a four hour day, five days a week.

Welcome to our BA Childhood Practice Students and to Simon
Recently, five students from the BA Childhood Practice course at Edinburgh University began their placements
with us. The children have been enjoying their company very much. Please could you help us to make them feel
welcome at Cowgate Under 5s Centre.

Leanne Coppins

Kirsty Miller

Christina Kelley

Samantha Oakes

Karen Sutherland

We have also recently welcomed Simon into our team. We already had the pleasure of working with Simon as a
parent (Simon is the father of Leah, who recently left Cowgate to start school, and her little brother Corran), and
now it is lovely to have him among the staff. Simon is doing a SVQ in Childcare and Education and is undertaking
his placement at Cowgate Under 5s Centre.

Key Person / Twin People
It has come to our attention that not all parents are aware of who their key person is. If this is you, can you please
raise this with Karen or Lian (who are our Senior Early Years staff members). Over the summer we trialled, for the
older children only, no key person role. However, VERY quickly we realised that having no link person did not work.
Our current key person approach has been designed so that the child and their family members will have the same
key person for the duration of their time at Cowgate.
Additionally, our newer families will be aware that we have additionally introduced a twin key person role, the twin
role, was designed to ensure that the child, and their family, will always have access to one of the twin key people.
We know from our new families this has been very successful.
So...if I may request that if you are unsure of who your key person / twin key people are, please do let us know and
we will quickly rectify the situation.

Project in Partnership with Edinburgh University (from Simon)
Do you have significant fundraising experience, or know someone who does?
We are on the look out for a parent (or anyone else) with a track record of raising money from trusts, foundations or
philanthropists - who might be interested in giving a bit of their time to supporting an exciting new project that
Cowgate is involved with. In partnership with The University of Edinburgh, we are hoping to develop a new early
years centre in the coming years which will combine world-class childcare, practitioner training, research into what
gives children the best possible start in life, and community engagement. Curious? Drop Lynn a line
via lynn.mcnair@cowgate-nur.edin.sch.uk.

The Place of Love in Our Professional Relationships with Children (from Lynn)
I have been asked to present on: Is there a place for love in our professional relationships with children and young
people? Would you be happy to share your views on this? And if so, may I use your quotations in the presentation?
Please send your responses to: lynn.mcnair@cowgate-nur.edin.sch.uk

Garden Redevelopment
The landscapers have worked very hard in the
garden to build the new pergola, the wooden
decking and the extension to the tree-house, with
a ladder for the children to climb up and down. The
new taps in the garden now work too, and Helen
has laid down sandbags to direct the flow of water.
The children have been enjoying running and riding
bicycles along the decking and up and down the little
ramps, and exploring the new possibilities offered
by the tree-house extension.

Thank You Very Much for Your Help!
Macmillan Cancer Support and Mary’s Meals
We are very thankful for your help in raising money for the Macmillan Cancer Support and Mary’s Meals. Margaret
and June organised the fund-raiser by baking lovely treats to be sold at the nursery. Thanks to you and your children,
£42.66 were raised for Macmillan Cancer Support and £98.71 for Mary’s Meals!

Meskele
We were recently sent a letter updating us about Meskele, the child who we sponsor in Ethiopia. She is 11 years old
now and goes to primary school, where her favourite activities are PE, sports and languages. She was not well within
the last year, but has made a full recovery. Your contributions have helped Plan International Ethiopia to assist
Meskele’s family and others to access education, to provide educational materials for children, to train teachers and
to build playgrounds. Plan International Ethiopia have also enabled villagers to come together to protect children
from violence and to empower women and girls, and have provided healthcare to alleviate suffering caused by
drought in the area.
Thank you so much for your help in supporting Meskele! Here are two photos which we received of her. If you would
like to read the letter and the full report on Meskele’s wellbeing and Plan International Ethiopia’s work, please ask
June at reception.

Would you like to send a card or a letter to Meskele? If so, please ask June to see the report. You will find Meskele’s
Sponsor Number and Child Correspondence Number on it, and you will need to use the nursery’s sponsorship
details. This is the website: https://plan-uk.org/sponsor-a-child/existing-sponsors.

Sharing and Celebrating Practice
Margaret Carr and Wendy Lee, who developed the ‘Learning Stories’ approach to capturing, sharing and building
upon young children’s learning, are publishing a new book. They have chosen some of Kate’s learning stories about
Elisa to include in their book. Congratulations to Kate, who will be a published author! Here is one of her learning
stories which was chosen:
“February 15th 2018
Elisa, not long after you arrived at Cowgate today, you and Gabriel found each other and from that moment on, you
spent all day together. Just as you did at Forest school, you must of made a special bond and it was so lovely to
witness. Gabriel's first language is Spanish and your first language is German, so you do have a shared interest in
languages. You both seem to be in tune with one another, as there isn't always dialect between you, sometimes you
seem to follow each other's lead through your actions. You both spent the morning outside, climbing and pushing
trolleys into the small house, "this is our house", you told me. You both displayed your, excellent bike skills and
possibly spent more than 1 hour, travelling up the
ramp and down again, with great speed! You always
seem to be in full control and I notice you use your
feet, as brakes, to slow yourself down when turning
corners, showing me you are able to access your own
risks, I'm very impressed!

Later in the afternoon, I observed you, manoeuvre your body in a variety of ways, as you made your way down steps,
up the ramp and through the tunnel, it was like an obstacle course for you, as you both added in extra challenges,
especially when you displayed your ability to jump backwards down the steps with a lot of confidence, Wow! The
opportunity to move your body in this way, is helping you to develop your bones, muscles, co-ordination, balance,
vestibular system, while building your confidence and learning about your bodies capacities. It had been an extremely
active day for you both and I was really lovely to notice you later on resting on the rocking chair as you, sang and
played the ukulele to your new friend. I look forward to watching this friendship blossom. “

Of Interest
Launch of the Give Them Time Campaign (Tuesday 6th November):
You may be interested in the following event, the launch of the Give Them Time Campaign. The Give Them Time
Campaign will aim to provide parents with information about their legal right to defer their child’s entry to school,
if the child is born between mid-August and February. It will also strive to ‘secur[e] commitment to a more childcentered, consistent and transparent approach to funding deferrals across Scotland”. The event will take place on
Tuesday 6th November, from 7:30 to 9:00 pm, in Walpole Hall in Edinburgh.
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/give-them-time-campaign-launch-tickets-51776938216?ref=eios&aff=eios

With warm wishes, Lynn and the Cowgate Team

